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Eastern Teach"ers news
"Tell the Truth and Donit Be Afraidli
III-NO. 10

Thomas Begins
Ticket Sale

lls Exhaust Supply of Teachers

H. L. Metter Releases
nual Placement Statistics

r.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 16, 1942

EASTERN ILLINOIS STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE-OHAR'LEBTON

College, TC. CHS Collaborate

Curtain Rises on Charleston
Stage Door Canteen Tonight

El Organizations
Buy in Body
MARGERY THOMAS '44, Women's

Statistician

Proceeds Go for
Armed Forces·

Coordinator

League president,started the sale

of tickets for the Stage Door Can

'S BUREAU of Teacher

ment received a larger num

teen Benefit Ehow rto be held to

AN ESTIMATED crowd· of approx-

Dec. 9, with a forceful announce

in

night,

of calls this past year than dur
&ny year since its organization,
g to Dr. Harry L. :t-retter,
tor of Teacher Training and
ent, in his
recently issued
report of the activities of the
u for the year 1942.

last

Wednesday

imately 2,000 will be in their seats

morning,

building

·

·

and college immediately swung into

Dec.16,·a;t 8 o'clock.

day,all members of eight groups had

matic organizations of both Char
leston high school and TC are col

Players club of Eastern and dra

line and before the end of .the first

joined the "100 per cent club."

bureau experienced a short

education

Door Canteen Benefit Show tonight,

Organizations of both high school

·

the health

when .the curtain rises on the Stage

ment ln chapel.

laborating to present a program of

Chi Delta Gamma sorority led the

of teachers in all fields during
)ea.r. Dr. Metter states,"Many

way and became the first organim

two one-act plays ·and a pantomime.

have left their jobs to go into

the honor roll in the Main build

teacher,is in charge of .the program.

have gone intb service; many

they may have. felt it was

jobs often

'. great were tile shortages of
in some fields such as in
arts, physical science,math

subject; "Giving

trincipals and board members

"This

candidates were avail-

wars

war is different

ever

of the·four-year courses

the advanfage

Dean

Thompson

indicated

r,the placement record for

more

shortage, but now

' e.

·

last year and were grant

of two years of work and

courses.

'\hese 41 persons, who obtain

certificates, have teaching

. The data seems to reveal
shortages of teachers is so

that almost any certificated
who wants to teach may se

!;osition.

of 384 persoru were regl.s

th the bureau last year,ae
ro Dr. Metter's report. Of
per cent obtained new posi

of those so registered only

cent returned .to their prev
tion. Fifty persons,or 12:.5
t of the 384 are in military
obtained

rk.

eau received notice of 1618

out 1517 sets of cre

:ecommended some 262 oth

ut actually mailing out cre-

and replied that there were

aites avaHable for 510 oth-

, as in previous years, the
ool vacancies in most sub

required that. candidates

to teach two and sometimes

even four subjects. Un-

Iy, these were sometimes i n

unrelated fields.

r analysis of the data in
along with a ltttle count

that of the 58 calls for

13 necessitated teaching
1ects. Of the 125 calls for

jleachers, 75

necessi.tated

two subjects and 23 calls

teachers of three

man

in

ton

subjects.

to

truck, and

know and do.
ditions

with

being

and back, to

should

New York and back, to San Fran

be

a

thought

number

of

winter,

is a

Anyone having

1920's; of how every 17 days we in
Illinois contribute as much to the

toy

are

asked to take them to the Charles

ton Courier.

war effort as the whole cost of state

operation last year; and how every
12 hours we in Illinois contribute to

the war effort more than the an

nual cost of operating the University
of Illinois.

MUSICAL

"What has this to do with gal

ORGANIZATIONS

of

ing school collaborated in the pres
entation of a Christmas Vesper ser

he stated, "that we need man and

vice on Sunday,Dec.13 at 4 p.m.in

woman power."

Featured soloists on the program

included Jane Craig,contralto,Wil

Christmas Carols

Doak, contralto,John Walters,ten

PRJESIDENT AND Mrs

.

ma

Robert G.

:Suzzard have issued an invitation

to the faculty to join ln carol sing

ing at the Buzzard home on Sev
enth street, on Thursday evening,
Dec.17,ait 8:15 p.m.

The affair is sponsored annually
Eastern's

first

family on

L.

•

Jean

Daily, violinist, Louise

or, Elizabeth Moss, contralto, and
Mary Grant,soprano.
The training

The plot of this one�act ·comedy

deals with the adventures

of'·•

'

a

forced to exchange his cli6seiLca

reer for the apron of ati

' .. ,.:

erriind''boy
·v.»1" '1··

Dr.

o.

L.

L. V. Schaffer,

president,is cast ln the role cif th'e

being both nurse and wife a .trifle

•·too strenuous.
Wagner Boasts Wealth

.

·

Mrs.Hetty Sage, por:trayed by·Ei

leen Wagner '44, is a btisiness wom

an who oozes wealth and diseases to
the delight

of

the doctor's

wife.

However, complications arise when
the doctor,now an errand boy,de

livers his first order .to his own home

only to find a wealthy patient with

a flock of ailments in the combined
office-dining room.
·Footlights club of TC

high wlll

present the second part of the pro
gram

when

the

curtain

rises

on

comedy, "Ro
.John Kirkpatrick's
mance Is A Racket."
A severe ankle injury incurred by

Rush Darigan last Friday night in
a basketball game necessitated the

last-minute casting of Danny Mc
Carthy in the role of Bill.
Reat. Stars

The play evolves around an Ital

ian

inn-keeper who

concocts

new

ideas for getting customers.George
Reat

plays

the

part of Luigi,the

ing and operation of h.ircraft; Mau

innkeeper.Bill played by McCa.rithy,

baugh, code; W.S. Angus,military

Breen, a young American travelling
in Europe in company with two oth

falls madly in love with Kitty,Ruth

er

young

Wandalee

girls, Martha

Tym

Willingham, and

and

·their

chaperon,Betty Cooley. · ·
Ralph Everson has the part of

Student Body Votes
Yearbook Assessment

Wally, who is the nephew of Miss

Edith, Betty Cooley.

The play

is

EUGENE PRICE, business manager

directed by Miss Poos, assisted by

Thursday, Dec. 10, that the poll
taken in chapel
on
Wednesday,

wlll be Charleston high school's pres

a dollar assessment would be placed

"The Seven Gifts," by Stuart Walk

the

Warbler, announced

on

on

the

yearbook,

was

favored

by

ninety-five per cent of the student

body.Actual results of the poll were
432 to 22 in favor of the extra as

sessmer.t.

Lee Podesta '43.

The final number on the program

entation of a Christmas pantomime,
er.

A cast of 38 students is employed.
Admission is only 15 and 25 cents,

and all proceeds go directly. to the

men in service.

Curtain rises on Sta.ge Door Canteen Benefit Show tonight - Page one,
column five.

high school chorus, and the Cecil

co!umn one.

-

Page

one.

Eastern observes war Ch.ris tmas by dropping usual Yuldide events

-

ian Singers and choir of the college

Page two. column.

of Christmas music.
Dorothy Ellen Brown, scheduled

Fa.culty members remain in Charleston over holidays - Pa.ge three�
colu mn or.e.
Eastern's cagers drop Millikin of Decatur, ·55�52-- Page six, c olumn one.

blended their voices in a program

and could not appear.

,

On the Eastern News Front .....
Dr. Metter releases placement statistics for ourrent iyear

school singers, the

for two solos, was l1l with a cold

the

Thursday evening preceding Ohristmas vacation.

and

Cavins,

ence and discipline.

·

·a,

comedy by Jack ·Arnold and Edwin

the Main auditorium.

Faculty Members Sing

by

M.

Dec.9, to determine whether or not

Eastern, TC high and the train

vanizing our personal efforts," ask
ed Dean Thompson?
"It means,"

Harold

personnel manager.

of

Music Groups Present
Sunday Vesper Service

Men

and physical training; R.H.Landis,

cause,

soldiers

of

aircraft identification,military sci

and they are needed very badly."

for road building bonds back in the

Dr. Hughes, coordinator;

Dean

rice Carroll, navigation; J.Deffen

that the

worthy

tor;

civil air regulations,general servic

do not have to be in

believe me, it

voted

tor; L. V. Schaffer, flight contrac

Railsback, physics;

may seem foolish and childish,but

linois contributes to the war effort

Schquartz,

Robert G. Buzzard, ground contrac

Pierce, mathematics;

tiptop condition. He continues, "It

He told of how Il

·

ed of: Dean H.F.Heller and W. M.

there

such toy

Dr. Montgomery states

toy soldiers

mond Pflum,Hobert Raasch, Ken

The instructional staff ls compos

with them for this patriotic purpose.

in six hours the total amount of
the appropriations for the Spanish

Karl

Marble, Ray

program is made up of President

use or who would be willing to part

He told of how we are spending

McKnight, William

John

Robert Sinclair, and Charles Trump.
The administrative staff for the

children, who have outgrown their

over 40,000 mile of such trucks.

Gard,

neth Rhoades, Albert

soldiers in Charleston playrooms of

cisco and back,to London and back,
and then to Tokyo and back-in all,

work yes

Lockwood,Leland McDonald,

the

soldiers,3'h inches high,which they
cannot get. It ls

began

Donald Fowler, Leo

g limited in time
good in

men who

ald Holland Olark, William Cooper,

play ls a supply of 300 to 400 toy

Charleston to New Orleans and back,

every 11 days as much as it

not

training,

terday are Harold B. Barnes, Don

tion of a large display in miniature.
One of the features of this dis

propriations our government had
already made would reach
from

American war.

The

Camp Grant, Ill.

Bein

and physical

24 ln meteorology.,

this program calls for the construc

the

of

12 in aircraft identification,eight in

and space, and with weather con

trucks were 100 per mile, the ap

then to Minneapolis

captain

Janice Mere

doctor's wife,who finds ..the job of

begins with

military science and discipline,and

plans and training tries to give the

symbol, Thompso n

a

a

.

dith Orews, o� "Good Medicine/'

ground school work for the day.The

in military

men a picture of what they should

stated that if there were five tons
of silver

now

be Players club's presentation,under

the direction of Mrs

breakfast at 6:1'5 a.m.and ends a.t

schedule

clude 36 in mathematics, 30 in phy

He writes that the department of

power and using dollars as the most
understandable

but

Players Present " Good Medicine"
_
Opening the program tonight' will

in a grocery store.
Bessie Townsend '43, Players -Club

day's

sics, 16 in civil' air regulations, 48

armed forces at

pro

young doctor,Jim Hanks '44, "who· is

240 hours of ground school work in

be �ecured

type of entertainment

P. Hughes,assistant professor of In

10 p. m. with the . completion

the

Book

. Montgomery, formerly of Charles

has

dol

In trying to get a picture of the

te certificate upon the com

or

one

equipment in terms of

cost of this war ln terms of man

·Jear actually have teaching
this year.
er group of students attend

ai;

sale

Kl11b's

in the war is issued by Dr.C. J.

whole regiment had at that time.

t of the two-year graduates

sen t

at

A REQUEST for toy soldiers to aid

lars and man-hours of work than a

two-year

wJt. h 48 of the 51 being wom-

s,

and

men,

Burke.

The

Army Requests
Toy Soldiers

Spanish war, we could put into ac

and not feel the pinch of manpower

defense work, or

!!re still on

hall

at the door.

the

repor.ted or unemployed at

required

Tickets

�;i1;.m

13tr>re. They may also

tion an army of over 2:5 million men

d the remaining few are

iPE!Cified

·

what

were fighting a war such as

, .three are doing graduate

m

vertised the show.

of

everyday lives.. He said that if we

Joyed in other work,six are

d and do not desire teaching

;a different story as only one
. is in military service and
ne other is engaged in work
than .teaching. Hence, 91

public

service

flight training and 240 hours ' of
ground training during their eight

administrative staff for the program.

address system down town aud ad

this war means to each of us in our

In defense industries, nine

the

oper<>,ted a

·

dustrial Arts, is coordinator of the

On Saturcb.y, Dec. 12,.l>ot1.1 TC anti

college s.,udents

yesterday,

weeks on the campus. Dr. Wayne

Eastern's play cast and director.

stated

Charleston

the

American Theatre Wing.

The men will be given 40 hours of

the picture."

55 graduates, 26

military service,six are em

of

day

ma,TC play cast and director,and

and that is where we all come into

e refllaining

the first

.Pi Kappa Delta,Sigma Sigma Sig

mechanization lies
with the peoples on the offensive.
production
means
Mechanization

year at Eastern, 67 or 55 per
the persons are now teach•

tickets

were TC Masque and Gavel, TC Na

from all

fought before,"

bought

in

program.

tional Honor rnciety,Speakers club,

Dean Thompson. '"This is a cold,
calculating,mathematical wa.r wl}ere

report reveals that of the 122

duates

bers

some

Training work under the Navy V-5

Other groups in which all mem

Effic

iency to the War Effort."

returned with the com

Jobs

Economic

rived

for

gram, sending the proceeds to the

Dec. 15, to begin the Civilian Pilot

·

country

era�ion of the schools in putting on

ANOTHER GROUIP' of 15 men ar-

Sigma Sigma pledges,Warbler staff,

News staff,and Sigma Delta.

. fense,addressed the Eastern assembly last Wednesday,Dec.9, on the

3 requests from superintend-

fra

TC First year Latin class, Sigma

versity of Illinois and. chairman. of
.
the Illinois State Council of De

and rural education that

Gamma

TC, TC chorus,TC Porthole staff,

.Business Administration of the Uni

,·coaching,· mtisic, and ele

Tau

To establish canteens throughout

the government is asking the coop

New Navy Group
Arrives Tuesday

t ernity,Second year Latin class of

of the college of Commerce and

Profs·

no

faculty, Sigma

pects of such a project.
the

TC Science club,EI Social Science

DR. CHARLES M. Thompson, dean

usual."

t.hat

class, Home Manage

ternity, Phi Sigma Epsilon pledges,

Thompson Explains
Economics of War

actually

a greater demand for teach

� :l)e

French

ment House, Phi Sigma Epsilon fra

g to be less than any year
1�34 ·and, consequently, has

�an

.... Helps Navy men

sales were TC Home Economics club,
TC

her early in the fall about the pros:..

Dr. Wayne P . Hughes

or roll the opening week of ticket

..Befriend� grads.

g."
is combination of factors," he
ued, "has caused the percen

of degree graduates

Organizations who made .the. hon

Dr. Harr y Metter

because

paid ' more than

speech

American Theatre Wing contacted

ing under the clock.

work and into industry,both

otic duty and also

Miss Roberta ,poos, TG .

tion to have its name inscribed on

The audi

. toriqm wa!i nearly filled.

one.

R egistrars office releases honor roll for

one.

.

fa.11 term - Page eight, 'column

.t

EASTERN TEACHERS NEWS

_ PAGE TWO

Noted Pianist
Plays Concert

Faculty Abolishes Banquet This Year

Eastern Reveals Patriotism by
Dropping Gala Yuletide Eve.nts

HENRY

Health Ed.

faculty

Tivoli-on-the-Hudson.

He

piano

department.

He was

much

days,

Henry

SCott

has

tion of

every artist,

at Town

a

ple.

gan a six weeks engagement at the

ing gaily. · Cranberries, celery, olives

York.

Rainbow

were brought from ·the kitchen blaz

and the usual vegetables were in ac

or

faculty

wives,

although

occas

ionally outside talent was brought

in.

The dining room was sometimes

later cleared for dancing and some

times the later part of the evening
was spent in playing bridge.
Margaret Donley

H9over

were

and

Dr,

co-chairmen

Miss

Louis

of

the

f!j.Culty social committee," he con
tinued.

Another of Eastern's .Christmas
traditions which has not been dis
continued, but is being alter11ated
each year with a Christmas Vesper

Service, is the Messiah by Handel.
featured
usually
"The -Messiah
11ibout one hundred fifty people in
the chorus ·and orchestra. The Mes
siah is an oratorio, which is a dra
matic story of some sacred character
or another. This story happens to
ee the birth and life of Christ," 1>tat
ed Dr. Leo J. Dvorak. .
"Because of its character and be

cause it is written .in a style that
·
appealed .to the people, it has be

come one of the most world famous

presentations that tell of .the birth

... . At "Holiday Inn"

Chi Delta Gamma
Entertains Pledges
tained .a number of rushees at a

formal party at "Holiday Inn," on

Seventh street on Wednesday, Dec.

p. m., as the first event of

rush week.
The

house

was

decorated

wtth

scenes depicting various holidays of
the year,

Each guest was given a

favor representing a

holiday

and

these favors in turn delegaited her

to

particular holiday group. Each

a

group then entertained with songs
and skits pertaining to .their holi
day.

The remainder of the evening was

spent in playing games and singing

C'hristmas carols.

Refreshments of

sandwiches and hot spiced

were

ulty sponsor, was a guest at Holiday
Inn.

where that the people do any.thing

Thursday, Dec. 11().

of an :artiStic nature.

It may

be

It is given in .three parts and the
third part is especially applicable

to Easter," he said.
·

The

Varsity

formal

is

i:mother

eve nt which was cancelled this year,
due to the difficulty in booking a
suitable orchestra and due

to the

scarcity of men remaining on the
campus.

The annual winter play is usually

presented the last week before .the
start of Christmas vacation, as a
presentation

of Players

year Lilliaµ. Hellman's

Little Foxes," was given.
Tonight's Stage

club. Last

play,

Door

"The

Canteen

on Eleventh street;

decor.ated with chains of newspaper

festoons and each "rushee" received

Refresh
a newspaper· name tag.
ments of popcorn, apples, and hot
chocolate were served, with games

an d

Misses Elizabeth Michael

ning.

Grace Williams, faculty

sponsors,

were present at the Paper Hut par

ty.

The rush commit'ee in charge of

the two parties and the preferential

breakfast was composed of Mrs. Ross
Stephenson '44, rush captain, Ruth
Ellis '44, and

Billy

Strotman

'45.

Irene 1?parks '43, Madaline Sluder

'45, and _Jewell Emmerich '43, served

as assistants to Mrs.Stephenson in

�lay.

Chi Delta Gamma rushees was held

SECOND

·LIEUTENANT

James

·Levitt '41, was a visitor on the col

le�e
·

campus last Friday,

. Levitt

Dec.

11.

wel'!.t into service about 15

SIGMA TAU

of interpretation. Scott's program
will feature swing numbers, classics,

day evening, DEC. 14, at the chapter

study with the greatest authorities

Saturday at 9 a. m. at the home of

Mrs. Noble Rains.

Ann Shoemaker '45, pledge cap

tain, was in charge of the pledge
ceremony held Sunday, Dec. 13, at

6:30 p. m. at 1400 Seventh street.

rushees

pective pledges at a "smoker," Mon

TO YOU

house on Sixth street.

Ross Stephenson,
dent,

and

chairman.

fraternity

Eugene

Price.

presi

social

The evening was spent

in playing pinochle and bridge with
refreshments of cakes,
late,

apples,

and

served throughout.

hot choco

pop

corn

friendly

during

the

contributed

being

Grable

'45,

Eliz.a.beth Moss
'45, Mary

Beth

Mary

'44,

Bertha

Piersol

•

I

patr

so

greatl1

progre�.

·We Extend Our Sin
Appreciation and

'43, Kath

Grant

•

past year

o�r- gr�wth and

Eugene Price opened the· program

who

whose

ular Monday evening meeting, Dec.
ryn

fra

Gamma, social fra-

began active pledgeship at .the reg
14, were: Grace Guthrie

Tau

ternity, entertained several pros

The rush party was planned by

Delta Gamma

Sig

Sig Taus Hol d
Party for Rushees

but to play it superbly by continued

Chi

on

a

Best Wishes

CL I V E D I CK

'44,

Myers

PLUMBING

'44, Betty

Reeder '44, Dorothy Tomlinson '45,
Helen Stites '45. Mary Jo Searb y

MEADOW GOl

AND HEATING

Plumbing-, Heating and Sheet

DAIRY

Metal Work

'46, Nina Jane Swearingen '46, Lu

cile Vail '46, Margaret Wente '43,

TELEPHON E 295

and Joan Coon '46.

SP-venth and Van

Buren

IN CHARLESTON

A Box of . Chocolates.

IT'S

Are Always Appreciated

KEITH'S

Corner Confectionery
TELEPHONE

Northeast Corner Square

being the main diversion of the eve

planning the parties.

Lt. James Levitt
Visits Alma Mater

.... Persuades rushees

at 7:30 p. m.,

The house was

Benefi.t Show, however, corn,pensates

for the postponement of ·the winter

New

accom

the

served .throughout the party .

Miss Grace Williams, Chi Delt fac�

A second party in an informal
vein was held at the "Paper Hut,"

given at Christmas or Easter time.

City,

of

on

Sigm&

conduct rd
the party.

Ross Stephenson

punch

of Christ,
It is given many times
·
over the radio and in many differ�

ent ways all over the world, any

Radio

n4

A. short

and concert satire.

CHI DELTA Gamma sorority enter-

9, at 7:30

Room,

It is Scott's ambition to play the
music of the masters not only well,

Norma King

part of both the men and women

ually presented by faculty members

president,

York

with ·hard sauce, aild .the puddings

and

of

life and its benefits.

On Feb. 18, 1942, Henry Scott be

pudd:nz

natio

gram was concluded with
by Ralph Irvin '44, student

successful

City, in the fall of 1941.

went

history

Gamma

progressed

Hall, New

and

two years' d

ments of other chapters. The

culminating in that coveted ambi
concert

Fidelis

past

Stephenson spoke briefly

steadily as an artist and humorist,

traditional, ·and included roast tur
.
keys in sufficient numbers 'to be
carved at individual tables; gener
·ally one· turkey for about 10 peo

which

national

In the decaide since those college

The.

local fraternity,

became affiliated with· Sigma
Gamma.

Syracuse campus.

last Saturday night
before the Christmas holiday began.
somewhat
menu had become

former

viewed the

in demand as an entertainer on the

y held on. the

Ross

enson traced the hi8tory of

musical talents as a studr::nt in the

all

The program was us

and active members.

versity, Scott made good use of his

President Robert G.Buzzard made
th e statement; "It has long been ·the
custom of the faculty to have a for
mal Christmas party. It was usu

was expected.

and provided the refreshm�

lege of Fine Arts at Syracuse Uni

ency.

Formal dress on the

itual adviser, chaperoned .the

years of age. Enrolling in the Col

year in the face of the war emerg

companiment.

C

P'arish Hall. Father Moriarltj

building, Jan. 18, 1943,

began playing .the piano when four

dinner, which was discontinued this

plum

a

party, Friday night, Dec. 11, al

Ecott was born and spent his boy
hood at

One of former traditional Christ

. "The dessert was

enter

tainment course.

than they have been in t.he past.
the

OLUB

Catholic students at

at the third feature of the enter

Eastern are somewhat different now

mas time events was

NEWMAN

pianistic

radio, will appear on the stage of the

Greek Goddess

.times, the Christmas traditfons at

noted

humorist of the stage, screen, and

By Dorothy Tomlinson

A!JONG WITH other changes of the

SCO'IT,

Cathol ic Students Fa
Christmas Spirit

Seventh Street King

The

preferential

breakfast

for

Thanks for Your
Patronage in '42

BREAD

BETTER CLEANING!

RENEW THE BEAUTY OF YOUR GARMENTS
Our Cleaning Method !Will Do It

SCHEIDKER CLEANERS

"Ask for it

AND

by name"

KEITH'S
BAKERY
Wholesale

Bakers

FURRI ERS

TELEPHONE 234

HUTTS

llolsum Bread

Just South of the Square

CHARLE S TON, ILLINOIS

24-HOUR
Sixth

C

-P H ONE

DEPENDABLE
TAXI SERVICE

36

LICENSED and FULLY
INSURED

or

Campbell's Shoe Shop

JUST EAST OF

·

SERVICE

& Jack.son St.

months ago and ·was later assigned

to the Officer Training School at
Fargo, North Dakota.

He has now

completed his officer's training at
that place and is now a second lieu

tenant in the Specialized •Reserved

'
Lieutenant Levitt will be station
ed at Colorado Springs, Colorado
awaiting further orders which will
probably assign him to one of the
camps to
··government internment
eorps.

be located at Trinidad, C'olo.

LEE'S FASHION SHOP
West Side Square

The

ideal place

your

Christmas

Mother,

Wife,

to

select

gift

fo1•

Sister

and

Sweetheart.

Give a personal gift this Xmas-A nice
give. Him or Her a ring.
'. ring is something that we can al
. .. and wear wherever we
ways .keep

;
I g6 ... '.Be

sttf e' to see· the selection of
J diamond rings,· cameos, rubies, sap
phi ies'iih<f'lnany other stone rings
at·•e;·-"t>. Coon's, The Dependable
·
, Jeweler, 408 Sixth st.

�
.j

gerie,
Hose,

Coats,

J. A. OLIVER, M.

D.

Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat

1

CLINTON D. SWICKArui:

Jewelry,
M i t t e n s,

Scarfs, etc.
SEE OUR DRESS LINE
Priced from $1.99 to $19.99

DR. N. C. IKNAYAN

Office-501

Jackson st.

BY APPOINTMENT
Phone

69

Residence Phone 380

S. B� M. D.

D'R. W. B. TYM

I

Hours by Appointment

DENTIST
Charl€ston National Bank Bldg:
Phones: Office 476; Residence 762

Charleston, Ill.

Robes, L in

Costume
Gloves,

Phones: Office 126; Residence 715

Second Floor Lincoln Bldg.

We have a nice selection of
House

CHARL ESTON PROFESSIONAL CARD

1
1

EOI

PHYSICIAN AJND SURG

/

1

·

G. B. DUDJ..,EY, M. D.

o:'.7,. ::::.:� :.:;
H

00

8

oo

i1

Phones:

604% Sixth St.
Office, 30; Residence1

M.

----;��Ll�M

SW�

M. D.

0: �:�:: �

6

n

r

n

Telephone 132

t.
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Turn to Books

A.Dream
Walki ng

Eastern Faculty Members
ve City Du ring Holidays

w

Jane Lumbrick Marries

Recruits Brothers

Sgt. Robert Drobisch
J,ANE LUMBIUCK, former student,
became the bride of

home of the bride's parents in Shel

byville on Sunday, Dec. 6.

By Martha Moore

By Staff Reporter

OF Ea.stem's

faculty

for the most part, remain in

The

Heads Charm School

which begins next Friday aft

fecently made concerning their

The stockings were hung

e holiday plans.
ral persons may get as far as
o for pleasure or personal
plans to

B. Wilson.
street

ent, plans to spend Christ
tlay in Evanston, Ill., with her
r who is a teacher in the Ev
Township high school.
. and Mrs. Allei:i Britton of the

surely seen about a million things

Teachers

convention

at

Mr. Dickerson is a

of a panel discussion group

r

meeting.
n Travels

biy the i:nost venturesome of
ulty are Miss

Elizabeth K.

dean of women, who plans

n,

t.o he r home in Lewisburg, Pa.,
·e

holidays;

of the Music

Miss Irene John
department

Is

reservations for a ticket ·to

ul, Minn., to visit her sister
tfother at .that place and ·then

to go on to St. Oloud to visit
. Dr. and Mrs. Rudolph An
, also of the Music depart
' plan to go to Minneapolis and
on to Water.town, S. D., where
Anfinson

as

will

attend

the

time wedding of her sis-

Mabel Hupprich of the wom

fhysical Education department

t.o go to Madison, Wis.; and

�an!ce Crews of the English de-

t will work part time at the
arters of ·the American Red
In Chicago where she served
f assistant before coming to
ton.

counter.

der

including

. For this reason many of the

here.

Won't you?'', and :the

was yes.

. Assists "Rushe's Debut"

Tri Sigs Complete
Rush Activities
rush

party,

Wednesday

eve

ning, Dec. 9, at the sorority house

on Seventh street.
Guests

Party"

arriving

at

the

"Doggie

gained admittance to

room

by

barking

:through a doghouse.
with Tri Sigma

and

Dog

symbols

the

crawling

on

collars
them

were fastened on the girls as they
Entertainment

entered.

y .to Mattoon for a movie."
In all, it looks like :the state
o! earlier days, "I'll ·see you
the vacation," will this year
ged to "I'll see you In Char
.during the holidays."

included

games and group singing. Hot dogs
and hot chocolate were served buf
fet style later In the evening. Spe

· decorations of red candles,
W!es

and

angels,
opened the

Geneva

program
r · '44,
candy presented to
· ·utin g
ls by President and Mrs. iRob-

your roommate will flatter you with

Lucien LeLong's ·Tailspin, Balal

aika, Sirocco, or Indiscrete may be

the scent for you.

Or one of the

dozens of others now in their pret
tiest bottles,

should

dressing table.

adorn

If you have so much

inside

a

December

glanced

as

issue

your

of

any

magazine, you probably moved slow
ly past all

colored

those

pages

"Christmases"

lucky persons.

Hand

of

for

made

pretty

some

items

are much in evidence this year

from woolly puppy dogs and fluffy
pussy cats of yarn to matching hat

idea which offered something new

Heller,

with shirring of satin ribbons worn

H. Zeigel, patroness, and Mrs. H. F.
patroness.

The ·committee

in charge of the party included Lil
lian

Fagen

.

chairman;

'45,

Mary

velvet drawstring, or a plain cot
ton with your inttials is there for

'45.

p�rty, was

given Thursday

night,

you if you are the domestic type.

The rushees were announced as they

many

'43.

Cress

Another "butler,"

Vir

their tables.

During :the party the

brought "champagne"

sandwiches :to the tables.

and

For Uncle

Small

varied
size

Sam's girls there
and

checker

attractive

Music

and

table games

the entertainment.

Mrs. Allen was hostess to the girls,

Harris,

of

the Geography depart

ment, Mrs. Charles Miller, patron

following

girls were

committee:

on

sets,

traveler's

beauty kit of face-fixing, fancy mit

tens, leather slippers and refillable

terry cloth bath mitt with

Night

Life soap all come in this category.

The latest Victor, Columbia and

preferential

breakfast

for

rushees was on Saturday morning,

tree carried out the holi-

check-up

and

servicing ··it

and leading intramural scorer, plan

wi th the best

Hayes '44, fraternity president.

lubr icants

ned the party with the aid of Claude
Dr. Kevin Guinagh, adviser .to the

organization, explained the advan
tages

of

fraternity

life.

Hayes

briefly •traced ithe history of the Phi

Sigs from their origin back In 1928
when they emerged as the first so

cial

fraternity '8.t Eastern

any state

teachers

and

on

college campus

of

.

'l

•

,'

Winter

· ,,

.

·
N E \V E L�L�'.S
..

:SERVICE
South Side of
.

STATION

Lincoln Streei

Hugh Reat '45, president of the

•

I

Season's
G.reetings
For That Long Awaited
Vacation

LITTLE CAMPUS
Complete Fountain Servi.ce and Sandwiches
PHONE 953

WALT WARMOTH'

• • •

Expert Workmanship
Breen's Barber Shop
Basement Llnder Building

SUNFED VITAMIN BREAD
'Rich in Natural Vitamins Bl, E, G
"Sunshine" Vitamin D.

(B2)

and

An Improved White Loaf of Bread

IDEAL BAKERY
NORTH SIDE [,;QUARE

Streamlined smartness•
Figure-flt• Style-cut collars

PHONE 1500

Andrews Lumber. & ·Mill· Co

· •

Fine broadcloth In whites

and distinctive colors.

s200

Christmas
Greeting s
.
PHONE 85

,

AT TENTH

in the state .

For

bles and mantle. Helen Lee Stevens

.
guest list included Dean Eliz

iff.

giving your car a complete

Dick Fisher '44, social chairman,

Gift Shirts

. Buzzard.

K. Lawson, Dr. Emma Rein- ·
Dr. P. Merville Larson, Dr.
. Leo J. Dvorak, Mr. and
ar C. Little, Dr. .and Mrs.
C. Olsen, Mr. and Mrs. E. 'W.
, Mr. . and Mrs. W. M. Pierce,
. and Mrs. 'Buma.rd.
lhe main parlor the annual

winter driving problems by

HUCKLEBERRY

COME TO

,'44, headed the breakfast commit-

different

sented.

Jewelry and Music Store

Dec. 12, at the chapter house. Christ
mas centerpieces decorated the :ta

the

Records and Albwns.

chair

'44, and Ann Wilson '45.

with

branches of the service being repre

the party

Jean Jones '44,

office

DRIVERS

Decca Classical and Popular

man; Rachel Owen '45, Betty Lewis
The

cruiting

HOLi DAY

Let us help eliminate· your

The theme of the party was a re

are

Marjorie

furnished

the

Re

gifts.

Arnold '45, pinned paper orchids on

the rushees and served them candy.

house on Ninth street.

of fringed checked taffeta with a

Dec. 10, at Mrs. Fiske Allen's, hon

orary member, at 1548 Fourth street.

·

en one :to keep your ears warm. A

"Rushee's Debut," the formal rush

Charlotte

ity entertained winter term rush

ees last night, Dec. 15 at the chapter

over the hair as you wear your wool

dainty little half-apron, in gingham,

and

entert ained

his saxophone.

PHI SIGMA Epsilon social fratern

in evening wear was a mesh triangle

Greene

Gaiser '45,

with

and bag to accent your suit. One

cial guests were Mrs. Wayne P.
Hughes, honorary member, Mrs. W.

Continued on Page Six

OR of the Pemites having
days in December, residents
berton
Hall
entertained
at a turkey dinner on Wed
' Dec. 9.

With a hint or two, maybe

Grass.

ess, and Mrs. Wayne P'. Hughes. The

•and also adds that they may

Host to Prospects

your

flower mist or some soap-wafers for
your purse or traveling bag in Blue

Sigma, national sorority, gave its

first

choice.

Jim Lane. '45,

rushees

freshments of popcorn, hot choco
late, and apples were served.

Phi Sigs Play

face

a little box of dusting powder and

, "Didn't you hear that school

rs aren't supposed to travel,"
J)r. H. F. Heller proposes "to
I.he squirrels on their wooded

:talcum,

Grass may be ithe scent of

Jean Gossett

the clock," "sit around the

,;get some good books and
upon on reading." Colseybur

.. Eyes freshman crop.

Elizabeth Arden's intriguing Blue

and special guests were Miss Ruby

o
•

several proposed

cologne,

also spoke.

Claude Hayes

your

and make-up base.

� tO the war restrictions on

y will remain in Charleston
'Its suburbs. Dr. Phipps, when
about his plans, said: "I'm

be

outfit which included the compact

butlers

this

or Bond Street may

powder and soap or if it is a larger

ginia Schroeder '45, led the guests to

completely

son, star center on the football team,

Yardley's English Laven

when It's one of those gorgeous sets,

luring the holidays have been
ted almost

junior claSs prexy, and Russell Pier

choice-how can you help yourself

entered the room by "butler" Jeanne

Education Meets

tlonal and professional meet

the

sophomore class, Harold Schultz '44,

store, you have seen some of the
most gorgeous arrays ever on the

ALPHA PSI chapter of Sigma Sigma

Far

brother of

If your nose invariably leads you

art; her home in Elmwood.
d Mrs. Earl S. Dickerson will
·their pa.rents at Marshall and
Union after which Dr. Dick
$

Lumbrick,

The Reverend Dan Crane,

in Shelbyville, performed the cere

.to the perfume counter in every drug

tlpects to spend most of her

It, Mich.

a

mony.

light on Christmas morning.

will go to Elgin

to attend the National

wore

pale green

pastor of the First Christian church

already, which would bring you de

and Mr. Robert Stickler of the
erce department will probably
., Chicago.
Mr. !Piarls J. Van
high school coach, hopes to get
e Haute, Ind.; Dr. E. C. Lit
ege physician, will visit with
at Bloomington, Ill.; Miss
et Ekstrand of the library

plans

A.

bride.

your eyes ev·en half open you have

Hostetler of the Mathematics

�epa,l'.tment,

ert

If yo.u have

for this

·

of

The groom was attended by Rob

What ls it that you are hoping

t.11d friends in Chicago; Miss

Christmas?

dress

quet of button chrysanthemums in
yellow and bronze.

In hopes-

visit rela

Mrs. Wilson

length

sheer wool and carried an arm bou

By the chimney with care

. Miss Blanche Thomas, col

lk!strar,

She was at

tended by her sister, Mrs. Kenneth

Not even a mouse.

, Dec. 18, according to an ln

a street length

buds and sweet peas.

creature was stirring

a

wore

ried an arm bouquet of white rose

And all .throught the house
Not

bride

dress of white sheer wool and car

'TWAS THE night before Christmas

ston for the Christmas vaca-

Technical

sergeant Robert H. Droblsch at the

Guaranteed not to 1hr1nlc below co"ed 1/z:e .

Winter Clothing Co.
•
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Cancellation of Social fvents Fails
To M erit Approval of School
WE WERE infol"med last week by Varsity club officials that
t�e annual Varsity Formal scheduled for Friday, Dec.
had be.en cancel led . After discussion on the subject the mem
.
_
bers did not believe
1t could be held with any degree of success
at the present time.
The Varsity club would naturally have been expected to
.
.
ca� cel the da i:ice 1f their finances had been in a condition t o make
t h� s step advisable. They also might have called it off and re
ceived student comm endation if transportation facilities had
made it impractical for an orchestra to come t o t he campus.
But we know that the above two reasons are void since some
preliminary preparations were made to hold the
ance and a
possible orchestra was even contacted.
.
We are in a war, Yes, <l:n must be expected to give up
.
_
many of our former social acttv1ttes and entertainment features.
Some may even consider it trivial to lament the cancelled social
.
. unction. Ho � ever, in our op nio i:i , the proper social background
� s necessary 1f we are to mamtam the proper local spirit which
m turn helps to mold our national spirit.
It canno � b � said that w � have not given up many things
. smce the begmnmg of school m the fall. To be specific we can
. not recall even one maj or affair or social function which will be
l?n.g remembered, vvi�h the exception of the Homecoming fes
.
.trnttes. If the Varsity Formal had been held as scheduled it
would undoubtedly have been the crowning event of this year,
. as well as a gala prelude t o the Christmas season. Students had
een' especially looking forward to the dance, even more so than
>'in other years, because they realize that it may be the last for
, th em . Men students an� especially seni ors, who may be called
.
to nat10nal duty at any time and who will probably not be here
, in June to attend a senior prom, would have realized their final
· big dance at Eastern in the Varsity Formal.
Perhaps the Varsity officials were influenced by the attend
ance at the informal dances of the past quarter. If so then their
· reasoning is surely in error, because students are al ays more
impressed and turn out better for a formal dance than for an
unpublicized informal dance which is "thrown together" at the
\
last minute .
ln past years. these big dances have represented the glory
and glamour of Eastern. We cannot think that the war has
stripped us entirely of these qualities.
Many agree with us that the Formal should have been held
in spite of, and not cancelled because of, these times of uncer
tainty. And it is those many who agree with us on this ques
tion that would have created the faction necessary to "swing"
the annual Varsity Formal and make it a financial as well as a
social succe ss.
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Peace can mean not only that world-wide
.
peace which we pray for but also peace in our
hearts .

How · can we students obtain that peace
this Christmas ? First, forget all hatred t owards
your fellow man, both towards those you kuow
and those who are in a certain hated race or
nation. Hate is a cause of wars. I f each and
everyone of us can follow that principle of
"Love Thy Neighbor," perhaps this war will be
a war t o end war. For if j ustice rather than
hate is the principle on which the peace is laid
there will be no more war. We, who are th
future leaders, must inculcate this principle to
see that there is j ustice in the peace after this
war.

�

Second, we must satisfy our conscience that
we are doing all we can in the war effort by
.
buymg bonds and stamps ; by doing our school
work Well ; by refraining from using the car
unnecessarily ; by remembering the boys in
service at Christmas time and throughout the
year ; and by sincerely praying for peace .

Remember th ese things, Eastern students,
on this Christmas as you sing "Glory t o God
on high, and on earth peace to men of good
will."

·

The voice of a

and,

nation is rising majestically over plains

tains·, from coast to coast.

War songs are

nation to battle and to victory.

America is a

united-a country at war for the sake of peace.

The marching feet of her men are keepinlJ
the unstymied heartbeat of a · democracy.

with

all-powerful stimulus of eventual victory, a· real "
on earth," quickens the tempo of her pulse.

And

as the ,Yuletide season emerges in all its tinseled

America takes up a new chant and sings of snow
ered

and

scenery, of the legendary Santa Claus,

hymns of hope and purity .

Chri�tmas this year finds the American soldier

ju

every part of the globe ; he is piercing the

Buna; he is dying to dislodge the Axis from AfriClll

is poised for the next Allied move, whether it be
Europe or in the Pacific.

Listen to the song th!a

dier is singing. · He's humming an old tune. Yes,

the song they were playing when he last

'danced
ago?·

the girl friend-was that orily eight months
There's the sailor'-America's favorite

"blue

who is menacingly toai;ting "Bottoms Up" to

anese navy and backing up that

the

deadly · toast

of
who

deeds. · He, too, is singing-singing navy songs

hearted sea-going men and the fair ladies
"Gobs of Love for the Navy."

And you can't forget the Marine at C

time.

se
Island,

He's the boy who was the first to the

battle over a year ago, who died at Wake

he's the lad who made it so hot for the Nippon

Midway .

Tripoli"

He has a song-it's all about the "sho

and the

"walls

of

Montezuma."

Just

j

for a moment, and you can hear. him whlStllng
as he goes about his business.

But as we listm more closely, we hear one

Yanks are singing.

It's a kind of American t

It's all about a night-a calm, serene, beautiful

with a lot of bright stars.

The melody is simpl.81

unaffected ; the words , soothing and touching.

as the voices of America's men lift in reverent

to the Creator who has the power to make such "

Nights."

Hear democracy singing of "peace on

and of .a "Star of the East."·

that

And yet ev<n as those same voices finish

song

and the harmonious

echo

fades

away into

night, the melody of a popular song, "White Ch

mellows the stlllneEs
masculine

voicES

of

the

night.

The

floats hauntingly

··

blendDIJ

upward,

but

those men realize better than any of us that e
title of the song is ironic in itself.

The words cd

tune reflect a truth known to all our fighting m

until this thing is finished, all anyone can do is •

of a White Christmas."

It is interesting to note how different people

when a difficult situation arises.

When people are

person.

to t�

Some people are quick to criticize and co

the going gets tough for some individual-even If I
the first time has has strayed , so to speak. 'Fhe

. . . By Emil

and more desirable, class of people refuses to C8A
stigma of condemnation until all the facts are

WHEN JAMES Burton came to look back on the events,

and the true motive brought to life.

for some time. But the bEginning had been so unobtru

comes

he realized that the whole thing had been going on

sive that he had hardly noticed it.

It had started, he

supposed, when Albert Franklin and he had first hap

pened on to each other as freshmen at the university.

Franklin .had been then just what he was in mature
life - a mis.flt, a rather weak hanger-on. He attached
himself to other people ; and though no one liked him,
he was difficult to get rid of. He never seemed to feel

had
a slight ; he could not be snubbed. Some of the boys
never
brushed him off rather brutally but Burton .had
years,
had the heart. Thus, Franklin had, for four
a
haunted him, bothered him, and clung to him like

leech.

Reviewing his college days, Burton could

remem

Some of them were quite simple.

Once

While they were gone, the house where they

lived had burned, injuring several of the boys living

·

_

illusioned, their responses offer a fair index

Strictly Optional

there severely.

!

AMERICA IS singing today.

·

party.

Yes, we all love, learn, play, hate, and curse because-well,
n_o_ one knows-but all this and more too goes to make colleg-e,
:t ::rea'f7t..5'Itege�·t h at will never be forgotten by anyone. Let's all,
as prospectiv e leaders o f tomorrow, set our goal for something
great er and igger t h an ever.

l;>

�

"GLOR Y TO God on i
�� ' and on earth peace
to men of �ood will sang the angels · on
that fi rst Christm as over ninetee n hundre d
years ago. .That same song will
be sung
this
Christm as
even
th ? ugh there s a war. Perhap s it
will not be as J oyful as in years be
ore. But behind that phrase as it
is sung on Christ mas Day in
church es throug hout the Christi an
M. IRad mak r free nation s or in the hearts
of the
e
e
people in subjug ated nation s will
be a prayer for peace .
A year ago this Christm as, peace looked
.
.
like a tree 1.n a moonles s night ; it could not be
seen. The picture was indeed black that Christ
mas day in
Neverth eless we sang the
same phrase with a prayer in our hearts as we
sang. Our prayers are being answered. Peace
can be seen in the distance. Therefore , on this
.
Chnst!11as pray not only for a peace, but also
for a J USt peace.

at the time.

WHAT I S college ? Did you ever stop to ask yourself that question ? Of course, everyone will say you are enrolled in this
institution in order to get an education.
But it's more than,
that . College is life-that which is gay, thrilling, and full of
adventure. And of course there are sorrows, j ust as there i s
i n everything.
It is here in college that we as young Americans are going
t o learn the principles of our Democracy so that we will be more
capable of defending our rights fo r freedom and a life that will
be :v.or.th living. We are and will be the leading citizens of to
morrow.
It is up to us t o learn and practice the skills taught us by
our professors. It is they who are trying to open our minds to
clear thinking so we will be more capable of leadership and
service to our country and fellowmen. We learn to sacrifice
ourselves for liberty and other such important things. We fi nd
out we're not the only duck in the puqdle.
We hear plenty about morale building the�e days. We col
lege s tudents are learning to do our share. We consider it our
responsibility t o do such. Yes, we're, learning to do things by
ou � scl-V�s . . ven o � r .social .life had een planned out for 1!-S . for
.
�ow we re learnm� to thmk or . ourselves . . On�1.nal,
1ty 1s'What �e needed. · Now we re be�mnmg to cultivate 1t.

�

-

By Margaret Rademaker

Franklin had dragged Burton, almost bodily, off to a

By Milc:h-ed Allen

�

& It Seems �� �

Sober Thoughts Mark
Christma s Season

ber many incidents that .had not seemed at all strange

College Life Attempts to Pave
Way For Smoother, Better Adulthood

·

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 11,

boat party.

Once Franklin and Burton were on a

Burton had selected a boat, but Franklin

had begged to take it instead, fancying it over .his own

for some foolishnESS about the oars.

Burton had ex

changed with him, after much difficulty.

sprung a

leak,

and Franklin

had

The boat had

spent

a miserable

evening bailinir lake water.
Once, while hunting, Franklin had implored Bur

ton to lend him one of Burton's favorite guns.
tantly, Burton had complied.

have a fault,

severely hurt.

Reluc

The gun had proved to

jammed, and Franklin's arm had been

Scores of such incidents, triflin&' in themselves, oc

curred to Burton a.s he lay on his cot.

Some of them

were as simple as Franklin's insisting upon his taking

a fifty-cent _piece, which Franklin had

lucky

piece."

One

evening

that

had

sworn was "a

stood

between

Burton and the unpleasant necessity of being without

gasoline in an unfamiliar town. ·

But all of them added up to the same thing. Bur

ton had been saved from embarrass.ment, unpleasant

ness, always rei;entedly, but always fortunate .

But this

!On&' train of coincidence had meant nothing to Burton

until recently.

Now they were in the army, the two of them.

And

coincidence had brought them into the closest contact.
They had

even

become

tent-mates.

Three

incidents

had occurred in sharp succession that made the past

stand out in a new li&'ht.

On a three-day hike, they

had been obliged to camp in a lightly-wooded section.

Burton had chosen his place to spread his bed, but had

exchanged with Franklin.

A limb from

Continued on Page Seven

a

tree had

Psychologists are agreed that every one of 11

life.

a

little addled

at some time or other in

The human mind is such a queer and m

mechanism with every individual, the result of an

has

been his past

and

with ·every thought •

it�elf L11delibly upon his mind, that one often

if he ever really grows to know his best fr end
self, in fact.

Can a shining record, molded with all the

of a lifetime, be

completely

destroyed

because of the impulsive action of a few

and (

minutesl

qurntion rather ought to be : Should we forget ooe's

because the work of two hours?
One thing the

reluctantly

to

get

American people are being
accustomed

brought on by rationing.

to

is

the

·

To a nation aocusto

a "car in every garage," the restrictions of

are seemingly a bitter pill.

American families are feeling as if they are

enough sacriftce when they send their sons to war:

still want a car with tires, more than. four gal
Continued on

Page

Eight

United at Year's Encl

DAY, DECEMBER 16,
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The . . .

COLSEYBUR . . . .

Kickapoo Aristocrat
. by ELP .

COLSEYBU R OOZ ES CH RISTMAS CH E ER

"I WISH everybody a Merry Christmas," stated Colseybur, "excepting,
of 4;0urse, Hitler, Mussolini, Hiroshita, Franco, Laval, et cetera. Peace
earth, good will toward Practice Teaching."
No war propaganda is effective
"the have-nots" are convinced

t they are going to lose every-

(<Any resemblance between

assume

is purely.)

that

the Anti-Social Committee has com

lust when we get alarmed about
third of the nation that is m

ed, ill-clothed, and ill-fed we

that the real trouble is that

of your bones and I've got the an
swers.

New Year's resolutions.

Suppose you start like this : Am

erica is America.

River, Florida, to Breezy Point,

Uncle Sam surely has his

thereby,

they

isolationists

never

u�ht of isolating the enemy.

Dictator

]$ an efficient way of achiev

Nothing.

checks.

rushing.

Women need not complain because

Colseybur.

were placed side by side,

Think of the fun they'll have
home

would certainly look like a Great

ar Day.

that calls everything off before

e other organization does.

WE PREDICT : In 19'43 Hitler will
ire from the major league.
And so Uncle Sam went fishing
the Sahara Desert with food for
t, all of which puts us, we sup
e, in the Isaac Walton League of

accused them of selling scrap iron

the

Christmas present for our sweetie,

but we can't decide whether to give
until 1944.

Having waited all these years for

"two chickens in every pot," yester

day we turned the pots in for scrap.
Nothing is left of farm life as we

used to know it except the Mont

gomery Ward catalog.

Today's War Hero :

The fellow

who hitch-hikes home.

kids about you

., hold you to your own."

The trouble with

head

Yours is the world anct all
in it,

For you're still a

kid

heart.

when

that's

yourself at

rnis

patriotism

is

t a fellow has . to iive up his
instead of his virtues.

If you can make coffee by any of
weU-known conservation recipes,
'fOr!d '!ill beat a path to your
we once had

a

Franco Praises Hitler !

Franco, Spain is in no
throw John Bull.

Tut, tut,

shape

to

has left these parts we haven't
d from is our former Director
Public Relations. Gad, when Mr.
n reformed, he really reformo

until a later date?

a

letter

from an Eailtern man in the 11erv'ice,
lh•ll promptly make him Col
's

Hero

of

the

Week,

even

uch Tl! think it deilirable to dis

According to our point of

view,

Eastern needs only one club-The
Hermits' Club.

CR1ld that we could know the end
Uilt d&y'1 bl1Jlineis ere it comes,
much -yill 10 for taxes,

following up

are

the fraternities

and

taking the "hibernation cure" ?

' mueh for foreign bum.<;,
w much for JUilt essenti&li ,

' much for our defeme;

that it was only a mirage.
S.O.S.

every man upon thi& earth

th cometh soon or late,
for n i:a&tern patriot
1 age is thirty-eig?t.

'l'he Nation is united, but Wash
n, D. c.. i& still the same.

War has made us a nation of cra
anatchers.

!we're dreaming of a white Christ
hence this empty sheet.

an acorn shell !

Warbler Goes
Winging Along
"WINGS OVER Eastern," the 1942
Warbler, has been winging its way

over the Eastern Illinois area since
early June, as a means of acquaint

ing prospective students with cam

Hell Week.

College may prepare you for life
but not army life, at least, as we

know it.

It's about time the Eastern State
Club started an Officers Club for

our alumni.

",takini in
coffee.

doesn't work either.

each

And

it

in the armed reserve.

Yes, and you are the .fellows who
crossing the deserts in

searching for

(jg) Roy K. Wilson, former director

Hope

Approximately

chased at production cost from the

staff for use in promotional work.

Copies of the Warbler were sent

to high school students during the

summer, whose names were suggest

to

those

lovely

Egypt

young

things you always see in the Bob
pictures.

You are the

girls

whose ancestors came over to Am

erica traveling fourth class in some

leaky old tub.

You've got the answers Eastern,

all of them.
America is.

Now you know what

America is me.

Tri Again Sigma

ed by men and women who were

students at Eastern last year,

details

of

.

of

the

the

body

dresses

ALTHOUGH THE

past

are

imperfect

Marion Gossett is alleged to have

pulled some sort of a Madame La
Zonga act in Chicago last summer.
SINCE I

AM

not allowed to print what the Tri
Sigs do not have at the. present I

will personally tell . any·body inter-:

ested for a small remuneration.

AND AS ONE

sister told her boy friend, "H:oney,

phant's Child" is better than none
at all.

BUT ON THE OTHER

hand, some of you do have a grade
average

peccable.

and

your

prestige

is im

THOUGHT FOR THE WEEK:

Sigma Sigma Sigma-sorority with

out proof.

Chi Delta Glamor .
THE CUI DELTS

are giving their everything · to de

fense-first Mrs.

Ross

follows D!r.

Ross on a Red Cross mission and
now Miss Williams drops her anchor
in a Wave.
ODD ONE HAS

lived with Odd Two for several years

now and Odd One should know Odd

'I'wo pretty well, but when Odd Two

hi.d from Odd One the other eve

ning, it was the longest time before
Odd One realized that . it was Odd
Two who was hiding from her.

NOW THAT

the Tri Sigs have finished rushing

who had submitted applications for

they probably don't care what I say

Promotional work of this nature

.
WHAT PRESIDENT

TO MARG '

Pray tell us pretty Margery

about them-so,

How long in time that' it will be

that

of a certain sorority stepped upon

You once again, dear Margery.
WE ALWAYS

to Eastern would become acquainted

went tumbling back down the steps

loved Judy Emmerich for her beauty

lers and also that they would show

neath a parked car?

or roll, too.

who had not as yet decided which

evening play practice was scheduled

en a chance to observe the activi

Mrs.

yearbook.

board.

admission to Eastern this fall.

was backed up by the belief

with the college by perusing Warb
Students

school they would attend were giv

Although

only

copies

lOD

were

sent out, the Warbler reached ap
proximately 267 persons during the
prospects

who read

Of the 267

the

Warbler

the porch, slipped on the ice, and

in all her formal glory to slide be

THE OTHER

to be in the Health E:d building but
Crews, play

director did not

Before your boy friend comes to see

but last quarter she made the hon

TOO BAD TOMMY

but Jackson says you can't go to the

convention this year.
.
CONGRATS TO

know how to work the light switch

Marjorie Ingram on her stunning

uation Mrs. Crews a1:mounced that

show.

while she went to the rear of the

Grace Guthrie is pledging the Chi

Making the best of the sit

they would practice

in

gym to test their voices.

the

dark

And so in

performance in the TC stunt nite

NOW THAT

nelts, the sorority's public relations
promise to have an added zest.

there are now 178 enrolled at East
ern.

department,

sent out 75 copies of

libraries in

the

Eastern

area

and

Eastern" will serve as a guiding light
to high school seniors who are an
ticipating a college career.

Geographers Exchange
Christmas Gifts

BU Y

GEOGRAPHY CLUB met Tuesday
evening, Dec. 15, in room 316 of
the science building.

Ford got the farmer out of the

dle, put him back in again.

by President Arrah
man,

Have

you !:"Ot any ideas now, Henry?

Jean

who conducted the

meeting.

Virg-inia Dolan

Work

business

and Ola

Seely gave reports on "Christmas in
Other Lands."

mud; Congress, wtth its tire mud

Mary Ellen Wright

read some Christmas poems.
Ten cent gifts were

exchanged.

Refreshments of cookies, apples and
Christmas candies were served.
- -- · · -------

This seems to be "the por.t of miss

ing men."

we're barely old

dive-bomber.

When it comes to books, our Libr

ary comes through like .the FBI.

Someday my prince will come for
dance,

I am the boy who worries wheth

er or not his average will keep him

are

parts

The meeting was called t.o order

other's washing" ; now it's drinking

dance.

The

Now you see America.

pus life at EI.

of Public Relations.

Put the words and

mirror is cracked and dirty but look
in it anyway.

ugliest

should be worn below them.

WE ON THE
News love you Maness, a late "Ele

the statistics and the songs and the
pictures aside for a moment and

By Kathleen Hall

director that as the knees were the

over

Not in

look at yourself in the mirror.

Miss Townsend was informed by tne

you just don't have a motherly lap."

So what have you now?
You've
got a few glimpses of America. But
you haven't got America.

AT ANOTHER

practice, when there was more light,

of schools. In this way, "Wings OV'er

When the Phi Sig honorary mem

a

higher wages.

icine."

also to the county superintendents

We'll let you in our house.

other's

squabble

went

soot.

flictures of productions lines where
workers strike and

co-star

the yearbook as gifts to high school

If you make all A's.

up each

coats of bituminous

her

through (of all things) "Good Med- .

Recently, Dr. William H. Zeigel,

Don't you .tell a mouse ;

used ,to be

in their

Townsend and

present head of the Public Relations

for S.S.S.

Dear little :Pledges,

Tonder t�t our balance ilheet

iTOid. of any sense.

caused Eastern to seek all the com

summer and early f:;tll.
Yesterday Linda Paige saw a man
on the campus. Later she learned

It

have

ties of Eastern as reflected in the

Can it be that the sororities

t!nue our yeekly iervice for the
tlon�

week

the books to their friends.

bers take. over, we expect a helluva

llereafter, when we get

past

students who were planning to come

now, Don Cavins, or shall we wait

at Eastern."

�lleve it or not, the only fellow

the

freezing

enveloped

scholarship winners, and to students

Shall we make the announcement

ded soul sugl:"ested an all-school
ty and was promptly court-mar
ed.

Charleston

cold

have

100 copies of the yearbook were pur

Are .snowballing you on every part,

klhurchlll said: "We mean to hold
tur own." our reply : "We mean

and

which

This project was engineered by Lt.

FamolJ.S Lai;t Wordil : "Mathemat

And so the Educators designed a
ljl"Se, especially for Defense Work
, caUed: The Intelligent Use of
!sure.

SNOW

weather

loveliest

If you can keep; your

neTer did me any good."

THE

forts of sheepskin.

tlons.

We understand that some

have America in the primitive.

Take a look at picture books : Pic

about the Educators, but we never

just bought

.

tures of factories dirty and grimy

it to her this Christmas or hold it

The Varsity Formal has been
ed off. It would seem that the
t progressive organization is the

It is where we let every

Sing o.f Hiawatha, of Pocahontas,
of the Kickapoo Indians and you

at

We've said many unkind things

We've

America is the

'49 and we are still

body live, love, and pay taxes, even

to the Japs.

takes to · run

war

gold rush of

Reforming the world.

Delllocracy is an inefficient way
achieving Something ;

dictionary, you are.

will

keep Coniress from passing bogus

Their men to war are hurled ;

the

It is where, when

you look up North America in the

The Republicans will check Con
meaning

You've got the

questions Q.own deep in the marrow

We are still free, that is, to make

gress,

WELL, IF .YOU

don't know, I do.

pleted its work and will dissolve.

had too much of

°}larold Lee Hayes went from Ba

this

and Podesta's editorial of last week

With the passing of the Faculty

Christmas Party, we

total darkness leading lady Bessie

What I s America?

but there won't be any

At 18 we used to be barely

enough ,to use a

AND .

STAMPS

If worst comes to worst, Eastern

can always have
night.

Remember,

another amaiteur

·bo ys,

to

come

back

from the Islands to take your Jun
old

enough to drive the family car; now

ior English exam!

Until the poinsettias bloom again,

PROFESSOR COiLSE,YBUR.

Courtesy of ALEXANDER'S :;�

'
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Sigma Sigma Sigma
Pledges 2 1 Girls

Lehr1 McCord Lead Attack

�astern Cagers Spear Millikin, 55-52
season,

55-52 last Saturday

night,

Confo I-leads Plan
To Continue Sports

- Dec. 12 when they staved off a des
perate Millikin rally in the closing
minutes of the game played in the

By Ray Metter

James Millikin gymnasiwn at Deca
.tur.

"ATHLETICS

The Millermen

trailed just

once

tallied.

will

demand that programs and proced

opening basket when Don Williams,
forward,

continue,

WILL

though war-time restrictions

in the game and that was on the
enemy

ures be modified," was the decision

Captain

"Chuck" McCord evened the count

of the Little Nineteen Athletic Board

Panthers on their way to their sec

cember 8 and 9:

Lehr

and then Schick and

put the

at its meeting in Chicago on De

ond win of the year.
John

of

Votrain

the

man

Blue,

show

utes

of

in

the

and
jut

Girard

Kell,

closing

min

on

the

a

Athletic Director Charles P. Lantz
and Dr. Walter M. Scruggs repre
sen'.:ed EJ: at the meeting, each col

two

contest

lege 'being represented by ·a meml:>er

which

of the school's athletic department

brought them to within a lone point

o f. the Coles county lads.

and a

However,
three

Charles Vail

point margin l:>y taking the ball out

. . . . Hits stride

of hounds on the last two fouls com

ket as he hooked through nine field

The speed of the locals and their

to drive into the clear for

game put them out in front. "Chuck
guard,

EI

opportunity

Millikin offensive plays and in scor

triumph

had

the

over

a

tle All-Americ a football team when

Lehr was adept with a southpaw
shot that found the ·target continu

they handed Millikin a 55-5-2 defeat

Vail, Bill Schick, ·and Andy Sullivan

ner was a warded the honor last week

Saturday night. Virgil "Buzz" Wag

ously throughout the game. Charley
all <;ame through with at least three

in recognition of his outstanding

baskets from action.

' Most · 'of Millikin's scoring

and

by Girard Keil,
Williams.- Both

ner

finished

work on the Big Blue eleven this

was

season.

Virgil Wagner

Keil and Wil

schedules of members of the Little
Nineteen conference as

'·

' • � ••

•

_ A total of . 37; personal fouls was

<;1tilec f in.

the: · game.

Ea.stem's · 19

tl1�

caine in

·Fourteen

of

the last half as

y

game became particularl

fast.

McCOrd · fouled Votrain for his
fourth persona.I of the game and the

for at least a month.
about

throws to !:>ring the Blue total ito 48.
shot

for

his

TC has look

the same quintet back that

ago.

ed twice to make th score read 53-

Dr. C. P. Lantz was elected treas

52.

· Andy Sullivan of EI

in

.tournament over Paris three years

ninth basket of the game . Keil scor

ended the

scoring with a final basket just in
case , but it wasn't needed as the

urer of the Little Nineteen confer
ence at
Chica.go.

a r�:ent meeting held in
Members of

the confer

}Janthers froze the ball by !:>ringing

ence voted to use freshmen in all

�rsonals.

outdoor track and field meets, and

it in from the side of .two Millikin

EASTERN (55)
FIG.
Lehr, f. ......................................9

FT

.

2

Vail, f . . .............. . ... . ............. .......4

3
1

Schick, c. . ..................... ............3

Dyson, f . ................... . .... . ...........0

O

4. Sullivan, g . . ... . ..................... 3
Phipps, g . . . .......... .. ........... .. .......0

3

Cox, g. . ....... ....... . ........... . . . ... .. .... .0

o

0
2

McCord, g . ...... . .........................3

11

Totals ............... . ... ............. . ...22

MILLIKIN (52)
· FG.
Dahm, t. . :..................................0
Boyd, f.
o

FT

.

0
o

·-··-··········-···················

Williams, f. :...............................6

2

W. Helm, f . .. .. ............ . :......... -...1
Votral.J;l, c . . ... . .... . ... ....... ...... . . . .. . ..1
Sprague, c . .... .. ..........................0
Pollock, g. ..... .-. ...........................0
Wagner, g . .. . . .: ..........................5
Keil, g . . ........ ... . ............... ... . .. ... . . .6

0

Totals .. . ................ .. .......... .... .;19

14

Score at the half :

Millikin 24.

6

l
O
3

39-14 in

an

intramural game held in the health

10.

buildLng Thursday,

posing teams.
will

The Little Nineteen

l:>e held at

Normal

on

Dec.

The general invitation committee

consisted

chairman ;

of

Martha

Virginia

'43,

Moc>re

'45,

Schroeder

Ann Wilson '45, and Bessie Town
send '43.
A theatre

pledges

De::. 13.

was

party
given

honoring

Sunday

the

night,

Actives escorted pledges .to

the sorority house and they rode to

iers' gym at Terre Haute.
Af.ter 'being 'behind in the

couple of minutes of play, the
iers found the range
a

lead

and

went

which .the Millermen

never able to erase and chalk up

margin.

In the closing seconds of the

ond period, the Panthers ma

the Will Rogers Theatre where they

to knot the oount at 19-19.

Afterwards the group met at Mrs.

lead

saw

''The Navy Comes

Through."

Manning Briggs', patr.oness, at 200

Harrison street for a popcorn and
coke party.

Mrs. W. H. Zeigel sang several se 

lEctions ahd led the girls i n singing
Christmas

carols.

at the chapter house.
Betty Higgins

The pledges

'46,

Irene Dy.e

'46, Helen Herrington '46,
Betty
Richmond '46, Dorothy Pinnell '46,

Jean Livingston '46, Esther Phipps

'46, Mary Jean Warren '46,

Whitworth
Kathleen

'46,

Elaine

Tall:>ott

Avis

Rosemary Lockyer '45, Eileen Miller
Jean

break the ice.

After the

had .taken a

time out,

Sta�

the
mores' defense showed a defi

lmprovement and their ball

ling and passing clicked with

Engle

'45,

McOord,

diminutive forward

the Panthers, easily starred for
locals.

He went

entire

period

when

the

Panthers

their determined drive to
the Sycamores.

. For Up-to-Date
SHOE 'REPAffiING

try

Jewel

Johnson '44, Betty Brotherton

the

tance and led ·the attack in the

'46,

Hall '46, Virginia Lacey

'46, Mary Ryan '46, Bette Denny '45,
'45, Betty

a four
the Sycamores

before

precision .

Pledge services for the 21 pledges
were held Monday night, Dec. 4,

are :

The Panthers took

'45,

Florence Nelson '44, and Emily Greer
'44.

Welton1s Shoe Shop

Between 5th

& 6th on Route

Doubleheader baseball games will

abolish return games
save travel .

and

hence

All games will l:>e play

ed on Saturday.

Tennis and golf will be played if

possible.

Football schedules for the

1943 season were also drawn up.

Transportation and finance were

the

major

Some

of

worries

the

of

the

schools are

board.

allowed

gas by their local rationing boards.
According to Dr. Lantz, the problem

local rationing hoard, although it
was understood that orders
had

come from Washington which would
allow the use of

gas

for athletics.

We exte1td an lnvitati<>h to aD
Eastern
vantage of the services

ren·

dered by this institution.

When asked if he thought there

would be available men for partic 

ipation in sports, Dr. Lantz replied,
"Nobody knows.

It ls not wise to

say thait no athletics will l:>e possi

CHARLESTON NAT_I ONAL BANK

may happen. All plans are subject
to change, and it is !:>est .to have
plans for any eventuality."

For the seventh successive year,

Lantz was elected treasurer of the
board.

Previous to

that,

'been president for 13 years.
officers were as
Hancock,

Evans,

of

of

follows:

Normal,

DeKalb, vice

and McAndrews,
secretary.

of

he

had

Other

Howard

president ;
president ;

Carl:>ondale,

Lan:z commended the meeting
highly, stating that it was -the us
ual type

of frank,

business - like

meeting common in past years
the yearly conferences.

at

BOLEY'S

this year's basketball schedule.

ICE CREAM
STORE

Normal's Red Birds feature a sup

er-lad known as the "Freeport Ma

gician" in Merlin Belle, a freshman

cager who is supposed to be an un
derstudy to Eastern's own Dick Lehr.

SPECIAL :
Banana, Nut
Sundaes
Sandwiches
B arcebue
Hot Choco late Sc

G REET I NGS
from

ADKINS' MARKET
Tenth and Lincoln

Don't Be Deceived
FOR QUALITY TRY
BOLE Y'S
Phone 496

611 Seventb

ulce-c old Coca-Cola

is more t h a n - thirst·

RUSKIN

quenching. Yes siree. It's refreshing. There's

THOMPSON'S

an art in its making. There's lcnow-how in · its .

MARKET

THE

same aggressive
style of, _{>lay that carried them to
Victory e arlier in the week, the Phi

education

sults will be telegraphed to .the op

to continue full speed ahead with

29,

Eastern

Pilger's Squad1 39- 1 4

Sigs - trounced, Pilgers

re

2

Phi Sigs Overwhelm

·

the

Louise Bails '45, and Margaret Rade

maker '43, assisting.

sports for an additional year, to hold

·

I)�Yl'NG

and at a

time,

last Thursday night, Dec. 11

ble, but it is possible .that anything

won the EI League frosh-sophomore

'.then eased the tension for
side

to

ed good in the opening games with

ed again and added two more free

a·

cancella

Eastern is still planning

jury that will put him on the shelf

Blue center made good on hoth at
tempts. Shortly after, he was foul

with

already announced

star center, suffered an ankle

·

Eastern

have

last week-end when Rush Dartgan,

:

Lehr

Several tea.ms

TC high suffered a tough l:>reak

a final rally to overcome .the local

·

school teams.

play all of her games.

-_Eastern boasted a 51-42 lead when

·.

to

well as

high
tions.

the Millikin cagers threatened with

lead.-

is proving a serious

to the 1942-43 basketball

problem

the game with five rto

specified

is a matter of the decision of the

Gas rationing

liams scored six fielders each. Wag

·. I

have

This means the

a given day,

previously

May 23.

team sporting a member of the Lit

ing eight points himself.

·

·to

events on

meet

EASTER.N'S P:.ANTHER S

played

stellar basketball in breaking up the

' ' ·:.: •' l

games

competing teams will run off the

By Don Mead

easy shots in the first half of the

Game Gets :Ri.ugh

Basketball

Most of next spring's track meets

Locker Ro om

bigger, slower Decatur defense.

his credit.

being featured as the answer to the

will l:>e .t elegraphic .

. . . the

goals and a couple of gratis tosses
for a total of 20 points against the

done

contests

most of the colleges.

Arou nd

Dick Lehr, EI forward, continued
·to maintain a keen eye for the bas

lanky

faculty.

l:>een cut to 12 to 18 in nwnber for

Lehr Finds Range

McCord,

the

and streamlined types of
problem .

mitted by Millikin.

ability

meml:>er of

Plans for wartime athletics were
drawn up, with shortened schedules

Andy Sullivan scored from close in

and Eastern protected .the

ped their first game of the

tee with Marjorie Freebarin '43, Jene

Ace ol Hardwood

Fi rst Defeo( 42-39

Continued from Page Three

EA.STJilRN'S OAGEJRS fought their

way to their second victory of the

Hoosiers Hand El

" The Biggest Little Store in . Town"
Open Sunday, '7-11

Free Delivery

Phone 156

prod uction. The only thing like Coca-Cola Is
Coca-Cola itself. Nobody else can duplicate it."
BOTTLED . UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

MA TIOON COCA-COLA BO'ITLING CO.

1942

EASTE RN

•

the
•

ERS OF the News staff · would like to take this opportunity to wish
the fighting meri of Eastern a very merry Christmas and the best of

Jee.rs. May the coming months prove disastrous to the sons of Tokyo

the pride of Berlin.
.
BennelS '40, received
Sunday,

on

Dec.

13
'

Field, Albany, Ga.

at

has been in training � Since
last spring. During his train

o
' d, he was stationed in the

of ·Alabama, south Carolina,
·

·

beor�a.

Ma.rk Monier, son of Camille
, caretaker of

groundS at

, is now stationed at Fort

an, Ill.
ton,·

He formerly lived in

attending

for four years.

high

TC

His address : .
t Training Center, Building
Sheridan, Ill.

ral Floyd L. Brown, who at
Eastern durinll

the

school

-41, was a visitor on the
·
last Friday, Dec. 11. He is

ve for about two weeks, visit
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred

wn, who live in Charleston.

ral Brown is at· present an

tor in the fundamentals and

Norfolk,

Va.

Point B.

His

addres s :

Breezy

o. Q., SP-64, Room 107,

Naval Air ·t.Sation, Norfolk, Va.
Harold

E.

'38,

Younger

has re

ing Station here as a chief special

ist and has been assigned to recruit

training duty," according to l;Iayes's
letter. ·

While in school, Younger was vice

president of the senior class, cap
tain of .the track iteam and earned

four varsity sweaters.
uation, he

has

coach.

been

In his new navy

been

Since grad

desi(lnated

a

an

athletic

duties, he has

company

com

mander and is responsible for the
drilling and physical hardening

of

ma.ny navy recruits.

Jerry L. Craven, alumnus, became

a second lieutenant at the gradu

ation exercises of

the

Chemical

Warfare Service Officers Candida�e
school

at Edgewood Arsenal, Md.,

Before joining the armed forces,

writes

his new p0st at Miami, Fla.,
JOU will notice by the postmark,

he was an instructor of science in
the Mattoon high school.

Raymond R. Gregg, Jr.,

TC grad

no jonger at Corpus Christi,

uate, has been selected to be a mem

about upon receiving my wings

tary drill organization of cadets in

but in Miami, •Fla.
·

on

sion in

This move

the Naval Air

•November 27.

advanced training was in dive

squadron and I am now in
tional training here prior

g the fleet in the same.

sure has been a pleasure to go
mail room and

week 'thei;e.

the News

find

It sure helped me

tbilt Ensiin Jim Stahl was at

Field. I visited him there the

obetore I left Corpus Christi.
can

imagine how good it was

an old fraternity brother o!
·

.apiil after so long.

Just can't beat the Naval
rps and I'm finding Miami
d place."
I. A. Fisher, former student,

Bllr

Humes

'43,

from

his

post at Las Vegas, Nev., "I
tty busy as a general thing.
'
�

.

many ·as ten hours a day
At

the

present

time,

leaCb.ing aircraft recognition

[llijoy it very much.
mostly but I

ficers.

also

I teach
teach

I have them as high

s and captains, and lieu
are a dime a dozen.
are very plentiful out here.

a sergeant now.

I am also

known as an aerial �n

'I wear a pair of silver
! was glad to get my rat
use that meant ·not having
K. P., guard duty, or fatigue
I may be sent to Miami
Fla., for an instructors' ad
.course.
erstand that you are hav

w and cold weather -back
I 110 in my shirt sleeves every
the roses are still 1n bloom

. It (lets pretty cold here

t, however, but I
overcoat yet.

mow
115..

upon

the

haven't

There is a

mountains

I sure like this climate

It does (let awfully hot in

�dress : S(lt. K. A: . Fisher,

G. T. S., MoCarran Field, Las
ll'ev.
P. C. Stewart, former stu
ltrites from his army post at
' ;Field, Miss. , "I am (lOing .to
here at Keesler Field. The
is slightly rough but I
mind it at all.

Things have

to accomplish this job
t.o do. They pass the book
jour nose and expect you to

mugh

lerythlng .that is in i.t.
Wri(lht ·is

.

Harold

Reserve

ficers Training Corps.

Of

This is the largest of 310· units of

the national organization.

Its pur

Lee Hayes,

�us leader a

who

few years

from his naval post at

to shoot "big guns," each company

taking

turns

among

themselves.

The big gun exploded-a chance of

one in forty thousand , perhaps. By
some freak, Franklin escaped death.
But it had been close, too close.

And then the mock battle, lasting
day.

a

Their

corporal

had

been

asked to send a message by one of

the

men.

They

had

been

sitting

ing had happened to them.

Inter

around, loafing and smoking. Noth

est in . the proceedings had lagged.

The corporal returned to his place

in the shade.
"One of you guys
take it," he said.
No one moved.

"Well, Burton,''

said

the

corporal,

"how about you?"
But as Burton
slowly got · to his feet,
Franklin
seized by a sudden impulse fon ac
tion, said, "No, let me.

I'm tired of

sitting here."

Burton watchEd him walk away.

He felt a slight uneasiness, the ef

fect of recent events. Perhaps, then,

he was somewhat prepared for the
news that Franklin had been killed
by

the

!bullets

strafing the

from

wrong

mistaken orders.

So Burton lay

an

airplane

field

on

through

his

cot

his strange companion's body home.
Suddenly,

he

was

events

afraid.
of

the

ideals

of

and

the

provide

closer relations among cadets of sen
ior R. O. T. C. units of the nation.

The university has the largest sen-

. for R. 0. T. C. of any non-military
institution 1n the country, with 4,779 cadets.

Billy Jo Treat '42, visited the

EI

campus last Tuesday, Dec. 8 on a
ten-day furlough from Camp

Sill,

Okla., where he has been stationed
since

last

summer.

He

ls

a pri

vate in the field artillery, but ex

pects to attend the officers' candi

date school in Fargo, North Dakota,
around the first of the year.

Pvt. Edward Weir, former editor
of the News, is working in an army
induction

center

in

Chicago

while

waiting to be called to active duty

in the army air corps. His present
address : 6324 Kenwood Avenue, Chi
cago, Ill.

Pvt

Ogdon A. Kiefer, former pres

.

ident of the band, writes from his
army post in Oregon, "We're doing

interesting work here although there
is a lot of labor involved also.

The

very

The

weather

is

damp

always

and

rainy

chilly

scenery is beautiful but

doesn't shine often

it well."

address :

His

lf'lvt.

and

here.

the

it's

enough

sun
to see

Ogdon

Allan

Kiefer, Hq. and Hq. Btry., 96th Div.
Artillery, APO No. 96, Camp Adair,

Ore(lon.

Pvt

.

Robert Dale Moore, president

of Sigma Tau Gamma last year, is
now in Massachusetts.

His address :

SKs No. 3 3 , liq. Co., Camp Myles

Stand�h.

Taunton

Taunton, Mass.

Pvt. Bernard

Staging

for

The

year

by Ruth Maness
WHAT IS Santa Cl aus?

committee on December S, making
serves,

as

their

applications

John Roberts-Me-I wore the San

ta Claus costume for the · com

were

merce· club party. ·

pending when enlistments closed.
On Monday, Dec.

14,

the

Norma Finkbiner - The little man

ERC

who. isn't there who brings yo·u ·

group journeyed to Peoria, and the

who qualified were sworn in.

Lois Jean

Shumaker,

Jack

Dan

Swickard,

Keith

Roy

Sheppard, Russel Ogden, Lee

art,

Irvin

Marjorie Freebarin----i:: anta C'laus

Charles. Tedford ,

Moore,

Bill

justice

symbolized

by

.the

little

man with a . red suit and white
whiskers.

Herbert Walsh.,-The big. man that

Carlyle,

gets

Charles Moore, and Walter Garrard

down

a

Christmas ..

will go to St. Louis to try for Navy
·

Vl and VS.

little

chimney

Strotman-Santa Claus

Billie

SS

morning when he boarded the train

which was to bear him and Frank

He

could not read or relieve his mlnd.

is

to

him

now

in the

Sig Ta us Sma sh

long run, . . it bri�s

of . people happiness.

Gold en Gophers, 45- 1 2

a.

A good hair cut Just doesn·� hap
pen-It is the result of long ex
. perience and careful attention.
You can get that kind of service
at the

HOLMES BARBER SHOP
Southwest Corner of Square

also causes sorrow because scads

of little kids hav.e their ideals of

·

what they want set high and Ws

GILBERT'S GOLDEN Gophers were
.trounced by the Sig Taus S4-15 in

not always that they get whalt they
want.

an intramural basketball game held

Thursday, Dec. 10, in the health ed
ucation building.
The

due

victors'

success

was

to their flashy forward,

Cammon,
points.

who

accounted

BRADING'S

chiefly

for

SHOE RE PAIRING

Lee
16

Quality Materials and
Prompt Service

The Sig Taus held quarterly leads
of 13-4, 25-10, 42-13, 54-IS.

417 Seventh St.

PHONE 173

WILL R O G E RS

___

WED.-THURS.-FRI.-SAT.-

Cecil B. DeMille's

to him

er what remained of his friend. He
had

come to be

obsessed

by

the

thought that there was some super
natural

Franklin.

protection

for

him

in

And so he moved to the

ca.r next to the one where the body
lay.

what?

iAnd

there

he

waited.

For

He had only a vague appre

"Reap the Wild Wind"
In Technicol o r

hension.

They said that such a train acci
dent had not happened in years on
that railroad.

vivors clucked

Several of the sur
their

tongues

and

shook their heads over the young
man, who, for some unknown rea

e

DEC. 16-17-18-19

that he might at least be safe near

idea occurred

starring

Ray MI LLAND
John WAYNE
Pa u lette GODDARD

son, had moved from the safety of

his own car to death in another.
They

had

found

his

body in

the

wreckage, very near that of his
friend, who had been lying dead in
the next car.

829, Gulfport Field, Miss.
ard G.

DEC. 20-21

SUNDAY-MONDAY--:

,

..

Pvt. Rich

Wiese, ASN 36703094,

151st

Arm'd Signal Co., Camp Polk, La.

Veronica tops /Sex Appeal
with�HEXft�PEAL !
'I

'

I

"'----....

.

She knows all the tricks,

GATES'
BARBER SHOP

natural and superna.tural,

on how to charm a man
... and brother, she makes
. 'em stay charmed!

New and Mo dem
In Wil l Rogera Theatre
Buil ding

For . . . .
CLASS ROOM,
CAMPUS o r HOLIDAY
OC CASIONS
We Have It
Hose, ibeer Spun - Gloves
Lovely Swea ters in Sloppy Sues

REMEMBER
Your shoes are going to
need re-soling.
For the Best in Leather
and Workmanship see

T HE GOLDEN RULE
SHOE SHOP

522 Jackson

lot

Ho wever, · it

Thelma Strabel's G reat Novel Comes to Life !

At last the

and Joes and other styles Blouset; in cotton and silks 50c, $1.00 to $1.25 Dickies !White Strip es, etc. - Capper's
Campus Scarfs.

ETHYL'S SHOP
Phone 451

505 Seventh St.

a

false idea many people hav�. but

that his strange guardian was gone ?

FHD, BlK 11-Barracks, Box No.

THERE TS NO SUBSTITUTE
FOR QUALITY

a.t

He did not sleep.

His fear did not leave him in the

is

an intangible spirit of peace and

John Walters, Eugene Collins, and
Ferrel Atkins.

'

Christmas spirit of giving and of
joy and merriment.

Cammon, Don Herron, Albert Eck
Dan

.
He s the imag

. and international concept of the .

Howell,

Robert Mitchel, Charles Hayworth,

Randolph,

Bartley

Cutter Therrien-He's a traditional

Sensintaf

far,

·

inary spirit of Christmas.

Those who applied for ERC are Joe
Bushur, Bob Inyart, Jack DuBois,
Claire

-

�ots of joy.

Navy men to St. Louis, where those

Area,

Lance, S94 T

W. C. Fitzpatrick

Corps of the Army and four

Child . . ..

Reserve

seemed to have moved toward that

What would happen

highest

the

night before he was to accompany

military

profession,

He

yielded to Franklin's importunities.

lin's body to Fran,klin's home.

the

ap-

En!iSJted

them still eligible .to enter the re

pose is to encourage, preserve, and
develop

STUDENTS

for the

The next day they were allowed

climax.

Illinois

were

proved

Navy VS and VI by the EI faculty

University

of

NINETEEN

�
�

Elephant's

A frac

did not like to think about.

tion to the right . . . .

weight of the

of

He has a second lieuten
g. His wife, the former
Or1ssom, 1s also here with
Ille is also a former EI stu-

It was the sort of thing one

ber of Pershing Rifles, crack mili

stationed· here

He is a former , student

head.

ported to the new U. S. Naval Train

on December 12.
Howard Skidmore,

fallen, narrowly missing Franklin's

Burton should have been first.

his

and commission iri the· ' army

eorps

El

Continued from Page Four

S E RVI C E

•

•

Students Join
Reserve Corps

Emil Tells Story
Of Misfit

•

•
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·
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FREDRIC
MARCH
VE RON I CA l°AKE
Robert Benchley
·
�san Hayward

-"Jr.

R.� � 'ti� ll.t1414'

Y'*

Twenty-Seven Rate High Honors

�egistrar's Office Announces Honor Roll
. arship honors for .the

fall

term

students

food

Inyart,

The

and

Eugene

the

Jeanette

Grayville;

Wanda Pauline Jenkins,

ton.

Rice, Toledo ; John Claire Shumak

!

A banquet dinner

Initiates

what

old Kimpling '45, Dean W

Perle Pray '45, Bob Mitchel '

Dan Moore '45.

The size o!

is on

the

hand

to

B OWL
at

CHARLESTON
BOWLING ALLE

word

750 Sixth

dead

Spec ia l P rice

Senior year-Herschel LeRoy Col

' lin.s,

Casey;

, Sl:JBivan ;

· Lew

Ada

Caroline

Martha · Frances

Crane,

Paris;

Rademaker,

Margaret

Marshall ;

Louise

and

Naomi .

IT NEVER fails to happen - the college boy alway& faces the problem of
what to do wit.h his clothes after filling his suitcase with presents.

.Ruth Ramsey, Windsor.

Freshman ye ar-Charles
David
' Anderson, Arcola; Delbert
Ferrell
·

·

HutSt>nville;

Velda

Mae

.Barnes, Olay City ;

Charles Wesley

' Dean,

Lena

Dolores

Helen

Florine

Charleston ;
'iF'lowers, Marshall ;

lsley,

Newton ;

·Springfield ;

Melvina Jo Refine,

Mary

Jo

Searby,

Mt.

C h a pe l Prog ra m

By Virginia Lacey

EASTEJRN'S BAND entertained this
LAST TUESDAY, Dec. 8 found 38
"modern dancers" tripping

away

the time in the dance studio. When

Carmel ; Jack Lee Sensintaffar, TC ;

I walked into the room, a light, gay
tune was being played at .the piano.

'.and

The step we learned to fit the mu

.iE!eanor 'Lita· Stroud, Advance, Mo. ;

Hele na Janet wesser, Marshall.

i Sophomore· year-Catherine Eloise

�yd,

Sullivan ; Ruth Evelyn Espy,

Palestine ;

·Danville ;

Lillian

Miriam

Fagen,

Thelma

Lucille

Grubb,

:Sumner ; Loren Daniel Honn, Hinds

boro; and Robert Henry McKnight,

Oblong.

'.

Junior year-Wilma

:,Sumner ;

Marie

Mattoon;

Betty

Jean Daily,

Josephine

Ferree,

Grace Heise,

TC ;

Rebecca Jean Henderson, TC; Nor

ma _ Jane King, TC;

Beryl

'.r..ecount, Georgetown;

Brooks

Donald Le

·roy Shawver, Charleston ; and Mar
garet Mary' Wente, Ne0ga.
.

Senior

year-Nona

Belle

Cruise,

.
,Crooked oak, Oklahoma; Jewell Ju
dith

Emmerich,

Olin Frame,

·
" Hathaway,
Jane

Newton ;

Hillsboro;
Hutsonville ;

Lionberger,

Robert

Ruth

Inez

Elizabeth

Robinson ;

and

' Madge. · Eleanor Moore, Humboldt.

ELGHT PLEIDGES of Sigma

Tau

on Sunday evening, Dec. 13 at the
on Sixth street,

at

.which time the initiates· were given
two

degrees.

on Dec. 7, at the regular Monday
evening meeting.

the ·final degrees

were : Rasho Winget '43, Waterloo;

'Guss Rapp, Jr. '44, Palestine ; Clem
Hanneken '45, Ramsey ; George Gif

fin

'45, Oasey ; Roy Sheppard '45,
Don Tingley '45, Mar
shall ; Jean Kimbrough '44, Sulli
van; and Bill Bond '45, Albion.
·

Indianola;

Make I t

FLOWERS
This Christmas
from

CARROLL'S.
Yo u r Florists

Will Rogers Bldg.

can

really appreciate

the

"Beer Barrel-," the "Pennsylvania
-" and a few other s !

on

t.he

asked

floor.

Miss

us to stretch out
Unsuspecting

little

souls thait we were, we did so and
from

then

on there was

a

series

of contortions in new and different
forms.

Christmas music.

The program opened with the na

tional anthem.
Next
the
group
played "OVerture Orphius" from the

Open Bowling Every

H I L L"

E L ECT R I CAL GOO DS - S PO RT I NG GOO
W E L L E R POTT E RY -· PO P EGOSS E R C H I
F I ESTA - B I L L FOLDS
I M P E R I A L CAN D L EWI C K

opera, "Orphius," which was writ

F R O M M E L H A R D WA R

ten by Offenbach, a famous French

SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

composer of the eighteenth century.
The selection featured a cornet solo
Lowell

Marvin and

a baritone

solo by Pollyanna Peterson.
certina"
featured

closed the

first

a clarinet

"Con

part and

solo by Erma

Lutz.
Section Two

featured

CHRISTMAS

MORNING

patriotic

music and included the "Air Col"PI
March," the "Marines' · Hymn," and
"Anchors

"Conga I" Now .there's a real dance

step.

patriotic and

by

Next came the rest period.
Hupprich

morning at weekly assembly with

a concert which included classical,

Away"

and

the

"United

States Field Artillery."

There was plenty of syncopa

tion among us when Miss Hupprich
took

over

the

drum

section

and

Sally Bainbridge led the conga line
with the monocas.

What did you bowl last Tuesday?

I happen to know that Sally Bain
hit the

"all-time-high"

A M E R RY XMAS
TO ALL
RYA N ST U D I O
Phone 598

South Side Square

one can expect such unac

learned about last Tuesday, Dec. S's
various

scoring

thought

a

50 points.

methods.

Some

strike was worth about
others said

five.

This

should give you some idea about the
probable inaccuracy of tt all .

Merry
Christmas
and

The first

degree of the initiation was given

H
i edges taking

H A P PY N EW YEAR

countable scor:es When the truth is

' Gamma, social fraternity,
were
'.formally inducted as active members

final

I

But

'

.the

last,

651

·: Eig h t Neop hytes
.

.chapter house

Now : at

sic with was the polka.

bridge

' Sig Taus .I n i t ia te

and

B a nd F u r n i shes

Women 's Longies

.•

Atkins,

.

"BO B

Honors were awarded to the fol
-lowing students :

;

to Students .

M E R RY C H R I STMAS

Husted,

Wallace, Gary, Ind . ; Marguer-

ite · 'Little,

Phone · s9

were Bokenka.m•

· Clark '44, Herbert Walsh 'W.

It is a worthy cause.

staff knew
line meant.

Thomas,

noon.

present for the dinner.

member 'way back when the News

TC ; · and Mary Ellen Wright, \P'aris.

was

of eight · honorary membel&

We know an editor .vho can re

Herschel Milton Srtan

'fielci., Robin.son ; Helen Lee Stevens,

services at .the P'.rsi

the chapter house at

able Kickapoo Aristocrat.

Alma

Piers..1111

byterian church.

The editor is not responsible for
anything written by .the unpredict

- Louise Elizabeth

Russell

After the ceremony, the

·

Helen E1-

Beth

Hugh iReat, D!\vid

The purpose of the program

tised.

'eath Stites, Charleston.

Margery

by

has been heralded and duly adver

Henning; Ruth Maness, Salem; Les

Centralia;

which

Haye,

assisted

night at eight will serve a s ·a fair
index of the patriotism of Charles

Jarobe,

Florence

crowd

Claude

the ceremony.

Schultz,

tended

is going to have

Stage Door Canteen.

er, Martinsville ; Willa Frances Lane,

I

government

initiation cer

and Jim Hanks.

The curtain rises tonig.ht on the

St. Elmo; Virginia Rose Kannma::h

er, Oblong;

that

the bare minimum.

Icenogle,

Mary

year

certain

which would be designed to supply

Ma�toon ;

Junior

appears

Day, · TC ;

Albers, TC ; Merna Dean Fisher, St.

Leedy, Robinson;

now

· to fit cuts into a complete pattern

TC;

lie Mayberry, Oakwood ;

more

Imogene

Sophomore year-Dorothy Juanita
Richard

become

President

charge of

a general plan and imposed only
when a particular shortage arose.

Raymond Earl Metter, TC.
Elmo;

probably

Rationing of

formal

the chapter . house on Ninth

money.
It seems as if civilian cuts
up to now have been made without

students :

Robert · Martin

at

months

America will have plenty of money

awarded to 31

Luella

But

to spend but little to buy with that

Following is the list of high honor

Boyd, · LaGroV'e ;

will

It

Honors, A

year-Betty

nuisance.

o

a teachers college campus
state, last Sunday morning,

and more a reality.

received

in two subjects, one B and B ore

Freshman

a

and a guarantee that the necessi

An A in three credits

constitutes high honors.

and

ties will be availaible.

and an A or B in the other subject,

·

ternity at Eastern and the

from now, it will form a protection

the registrar's office.

were

bers of Phi Sigma Epsll�

fraternity, the oldest nati

Rationing now constitutes a both

were released Saturday, Dec. 12, by

students.

EIGHT MEN became actllt

Continued from Page Four

er

NAMES OF students making schol

'in the other,

Ei g h t U pperclass
· Take P h i Sig Oath

of coffee daily.

Friday's Dilemma

Sc hola stic Awa rds

Twenty-seven

Show Proceeds Go
For Worthy · Cause
week, and at least a half dozen cups

C lasses ·s h a re

high honors.
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S P EC I AL H O L i DAYS
AH EA D
That Mea ns Speci a l
F lavored C rea ms
from

GREEN'S

.

to

.

emphasize her chnrms._

Happy Motoring
from

IVAN'S ��v�fE
Corner of

Home Made Ice Cream
Ju.st Four Doors South of
Square on Sixth St.

Give pleasure. and beauty
S H A L EE N S h., c k i n g s ! She w'il!

Phone 255

11th and Lincoln
Ivan Weaver, owner

C H R I STMAS G RE ETI NG CA RDS
a lso
·

Attractive Sea ls a n d Wrapping Mate r i a l

K I N G B R 0 S. Book and Stationery STORE
PHONE 42R

West Side Sqwu-e

1 nu� RT'S�
Biw:•MtE:r.1c1u141
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